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About This Content

NOTE: THE MAIN GAME X-PLANE 10 IS NOT AVAILABLE ANYMORE!
PLEASE ONLY PURCHASE DLCS WHEN YOU ARE ALREADY OWNER OF X-

PLANE 10!

The Carenado line of aircraft has been well acclaimed by users and reviewers for many years and for good reason. They are well
constructed, looks good and have impeccable behavior in flight. The cockpits are accurate and well equipped.

Special Features

Includes improved default X-Plane 10.30 GNS430

Plugin-enhanced

FPS-optimized model

NEW! Scroll wheel support

DDS textures for faster load times and optimization

Original EFIS (EADI and EHSI) installed
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Windshield rain and ice effects

Features

Original EFIS (EADI and EHSI) installed

HD quality textures (4096 x 4096)

Custom plugin-based Avidyne display, artificial horizon and E-HSI

Custom stereo sounds throughout

Custom logic for annunciator lights

Pop-up window for autopilot and various E-HSI functions

In-depth and accurate fuel logic

Smoothly animated switches and knobs, for more silky in-cabin feel

Amazing multi-track stereo 3D sounds, with external sounds spilling in through windows and doors

Very accurate flight characteristics

Amazing lighting effects

Interior HDR spill lights throughout, with individual control over intensity and direction of illumination effects

Windshield ice and rain effects: rain drops move realistically in accordance with airspeed, get cleared by wipers, and
repopulate after wipers are shut off. Ice can be cleared with de-icing options

Pressurization system simulated

Differential throttle control with functional reverse zone

Polarized rear cabin windows: They can be darkened by dragging handle around in semi-circle

Hi-quality animated pilots

Extremely high-res texturing (CAUTION: requires at least 1 GB of VRAM for decent performance)

Thumb trim system functional

Ice lights feature spill effect, dynamically illuminating leading edge (HDR required)

Dynamic instrument glass reflections

Prop Disc effects feature 3D holographic side view, which changes depending on prop settings

Animated passenger tables

Yokes can be hidden for better visibility of panel and buttons

Vibrating objects in cockpit, depending on engine settings
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Realistic engine failure after over-torque for longer than 5 minutes

Fully articulated and animated sun visors

Easy to use but extremely flexible night lighting options

Excellent balance between ease of use and systems depth/realism (Starting with engines running makes sure your presets
are all configured in such a way that there s no surprises, but starting from cold and dark does require you to follow
proper procedures.)

Animated static discharge antennas and other fine details and animations

Included in the package

6 HD liveries

1 HD Blank livery

B200 EFIS PDF

B200 Emergency Checklist PDF

B200 Normal Checklist PDF

B200 Performance Tables PDF

B200 Terrain Awareness Annunciator Control Unit PDF

Recommended Settings PDF
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Title: X-Plane 10 AddOn - Carenado - B200 King Air
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Carenado
Publisher:
Aerosoft GmbH
Release Date: 7 Apr, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8

Processor: 3 GHz, multi-core CPU (or, even better, multiple processors)

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: with at least 512 MB of VRAM

Storage: 260 MB available space

English
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No game has ever made me write a review this early. I just finished the dungeon intro, and I'm already in love.

Pros-

Great Graphics
Good controls
Soothing Soundtrack
Nice combat system
Interesting Story

Cons-
Cannot alt+f4 (have to escape, leave to main menu, then exit from there)

9.5/10. its ok I guess not the worst game out there but its far from good. Love the new faction, plays a bit different, worth the
7$.. As good as the first Oik game, and a little bit longer. Easy achievements, more achievements, and trading cards.. Okay, im
just gonna get to the point.
The game has a really good, funny story.
you get to wander through loads of different worlds, that all stand out from each other.
I really recommend it, but you might get a head ache while playing it, so watch out!
. Just like Zombie Solitaire but reversed to the match 3 game, with solitaire being the side quests. I enjoyed this game.
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It's like Quake in VR!. Beated under 4hrs.
A tiny little platformer, suited for anyone who wants some quick fun / challenges without getting into it too much.

Pros:
+Tight controls
+Good room designs, fair challenging

Cons:
-No map system, no indication for items you've already got, which makes back tracking somewhat painful (yes, there IS back
tracking in this game, not much though)
-Wall running may not work sometimes. As the name states destruction is the game. You seek to destroy a town with everything
else in the place or with abilities to recycle everything. It's a charming puzzler. Typically casual games don't hold my attention
for very long, but this one was a bit different. The fun thing with this game was that both my wife and I sat down and played it
together. This is more her style of game, but it offered enough other things that it was a little more complicated of a casual game
than usual. Try it out.. OMG IF U WANT A GAME THAT IS INTESE HIGH ACTION PACT IN A NEVER ENDING
CIRCLE WELL... TURN BACK AROUND BECAUSE THIS GAME IS SO UGLY THAT STEVE BUSCEMI WOULDNT
SLEEP WITH IT. DONT EVEN USE THIS GAME FOR TRADING CARDS CASUE ITS NOT EVEN WORTH THE TIME.

-A VERY HONEST PERSON. It's a standard HOG. It's not that bad but I wouldn't buy it at full price. Pick it up on sale.. Fun
game,
Trash bugs that makes me want to kill someone though
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